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Abstract
More and more investors and machine learn-001
ing models rely on social media (e.g., Twit-002
ter and Reddit) to gather information and pre-003
dict movements stock prices. Although text-004
based models are known to be vulnerable to005
adversarial attacks, whether stock prediction006
models have similar vulnerability given neces-007
sary constraints is underexplored. In this pa-008
per, we experiment with a variety of adversar-009
ial attack configurations to fool three stock pre-010
diction victim models. We address the task of011
adversarial generation by solving combinato-012
rial optimization problems with semantics and013
budget constraints. Our results show that the014
proposed attack method can achieve consis-015
tent success rates and cause significant mon-016
etary loss in trading simulation by simply con-017
catenating a perturbed but semantically similar018
tweet.019

1 Introduction020

The advance of deep learning based language mod-021

els are playing a more and more important role022

in the financial context, including convolutional023

neutral network (CNN) (Ding et al., 2015), recur-024

rent neutral network (RNN) (Minh et al., 2018),025

long short-term memory network (LSTM) (Hiew026

et al., 2019; Sawhney et al., 2021; Hochreiter and027

Schmidhuber, 1997), graph neutral network (GNN)028

(Sawhney et al., 2020a,b), transformer (Yang et al.,029

2020), autoencoder (Xu and Cohen, 2018), etc. For030

example, Antweiler and Frank (2004) find that com-031

ments on Yahoo Finance can predict stock market032

volatility after controlling the effect of news. Cook-033

son and Niessner (2020) also show that sentiment034

disagreement on Stocktwits is highly related to cer-035

tain market activities. Readers can refer to these036

survey papers for more details (Dang et al., 2020;037

Zhang et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2018).038

It is now known that text-based deep learning039

models can be vulnerable to adversarial attacks040

(Szegedy et al., 2013; Goodfellow et al., 2014).041

Figure 1: An adversarial sample generated by word re-
placement. (Top) benign tweet leads to Stocknet pre-
dicting stock going up; (Bottom) adversarial retweet
leads to Stocknet predicting stock going down.

The perturbation can be done at the sentence level 042

(e.g., Xu et al., 2021; Iyyer et al., 2018; Ribeiro 043

et al., 2018), the word level (e.g., Zhang et al., 2019; 044

Alzantot et al., 2018; Zang et al., 2020; Jin et al., 045

2020; Lei et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2021; Lin et al., 046

2021), or both (Chen et al., 2021). We are inter- 047

ested in whether such adversarial attack vulnerabil- 048

ity also exists in stock prediction models, as these 049

models embrace more and more user-generated 050

public data (e.g., Twitter, Reddit, or Stocktwit (Xu 051

and Cohen, 2018; Sawhney et al., 2021)). The ad- 052

versarial robustness may be a more critical topic 053

in the context of stock prediction as anyone can 054

post perturbed tweets to influence forecast models. 055

As one example, a fake news (“Two Explosions in 056

the White House and Barack Obama is Injured”) 057

posted by a hacker using the AssociatedPress’s 058

Twitter account on 04/23/2013 erased $136 billion 059

in stock market in just 60 seconds (Fisher, 2013). 060

Although the event doesn’t fall into the category 061

of adversarial attack, it rings the alarm for traders 062
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who take information from social media to back063

their trading decision.064

To our best knowledge, it is the first paper to con-065

sider the adversarial attack in the financial NLP lit-066

erature. Many attack modifies benign text directly067

(manipulation attack) and use them as model input;068

However, in our case, adversarial retweets enter069

the model along with benign tweets (concatenation070

attack), which is more realistic as malicious Twit-071

ter users can not modify others’ tweets. In other072

words, we formulate the task as text-concatenating073

attack (Jia and Liang, 2017; Le et al., 2021): we im-074

plement the attack by injecting new tweets instead075

of manipulating existing benign tweets. Our task is076

inspired and mimics the retweet function on social077

media, and use it to feed the adversarial samples078

into the dataset. Despite various algorithms are pro-079

posed to generate manipulation attack, literature of080

concatenation attack on classification model is rare,081

with exceptions Le et al. (2021), Song et al. (2021)082

and Wang et al. (2020). Our paper provides extra083

evidence of their difference by investigating their084

performances in the domain of finance.085

The main challenge is to craft new adversarial086

tweets. While the adversarial tweets can be arbi-087

trary given that they are newly posted, we solve the088

task by aligning the semantics with benign tweets089

so that potential human and machine readers can090

not detect our adversarial tweets. To achieve that,091

we consider the generation task as a combinatorial092

optimization problem (Zang et al., 2020; Guo et al.,093

2021). Specific tweets are first selected, which are094

used as target of perturbation on a limit number095

of words within the tweets. We then examine our096

attack method on three financial forecast models097

with attack success rate, F1 and potential profit098

and loss as evaluation metrics. Results show that099

our attack method consistently achieves good suc-100

cess rate on the victim models. More astonishingly,101

the attack can cause additional loss of 23% to 32%102

if the investor trades on predictions of the victim103

models (Fig. 4).104

2 Adversarial Attack on Stock105

Prediction Models with Tweet Data106

Attack model: Adversarial tweets. In the case107

of Twitter, adversaries can post malicious tweets108

which are crafted to manipulate downstream mod-109

els that take them as input. We propose to attack110

by posting semantically similar adversarial tweets111

as retweets on Twitter, so that they could be identi-112

fied as relevant information and collected as model 113

input. For example, as shown in Fig 1, the origi- 114

nal authentic tweet by the user wallstreetbet7821 115

was “$BHP announces the demerger of its non- 116

core assets - details expected to be filled in on 117

Tuesday.” An adversarial sentence could be “$BHP 118

announces the demerger of its non-core assets - 119

details expected to be exercised in on Tuesday.”. 120

The outcome of the victim model switches to nega- 121

tive prediction from positive prediction when the 122

retweet is added to the input. 123

The proposed attack method takes the practi- 124

cal implementation into its design consideration, 125

thus has many advantages. First, the adversarial 126

tweets are crafted based on carefully-selected rel- 127

evant tweets, so they are more likely to pass the 128

models’ tweet filter and enter the inference data 129

corpus. Secondly, adversarial tweets are optimized 130

to be semantically similar to original tweets so that 131

they are not counterfactual and very likely fool hu- 132

man sanity checks as well as the Twitter’s content 133

moderator mechanisms. 134

Attack generation: Hierarchical perturbation. 135

The challenge of our attack method centers around 136

how to select the optimal tweets and the token per- 137

turbations with constraints of semantic similarity. 138

In this paper, we formulate the task as a hierarchi- 139

cal perturbation consisting of three steps: tweet 140

selection, word selection and word perturbation. In 141

the first step, a set of optimal tweets is first selected 142

as target tweets to be perturbed and retweeted. For 143

each selected tweet in the pool, the word selection 144

problem is then solved to find one or more best 145

words to apply perturbation. Word and tweet bud- 146

gets are also introduced to quantifies the strength 147

of perturbation. 148

We consider word replacement and deletion for 149

word perturbation (Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020; 150

Li et al., 2020). In the former case, the final step 151

is to find the optimal candidate as replacement. 152

Synonym as replacement is widely adopted in the 153

word-level attack since it is a natural choice to pre- 154

serve semantics (Zang et al., 2020; Dong et al., 155

2021; Zhang et al., 2019; Jin et al., 2020). There- 156

fore, we replace target words with their synonyms 157

chosen from synonym sets which contain semanti- 158

cally closest words measured by similarity of the 159

GLOVE embedding (Jin et al., 2020). 160

Mathematical Formulation. We consider a 161

multimodal stock forecast model f(·) that takes 162
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tweet collections {ct}Tt=1 and numerical factors163

{pt}Tt=1 as input, where t indexes the date when164

the data is collected. Peeking into the tweet col-165

lection, it contains |ct| tweets for date t, namely,166

ct = {s1t , s2t , ..., s
|ct|
t }. Each tweet sit is a text-167

based sentence of length |sit|, denoted as sit =168

(wi,1t , ..., wi,jt , ..., w
i,|sit|
t ), for i = 1, ..., |ct|. A di-169

rectional financial forecast model takes domains170

of tweets and numerical factors as input, and171

yields prediction for stocks’ directional movement172

y ∈ {−1, 1}:173

ŷt+1 = f(ct−h:t,pt−h:t), (1)174

where h is the looking-back window for historical175

data.176

The hierarchical perturbation can be cast as a177

combinatorial problem for tweet selection m, word178

selection z and replacement selection u. The179

boolean vector m indicates the tweets to be se-180

lected. For i-th tweet, vector zi indicates the word181

to be perturbed. As for the word perturbation task,182

another boolean vector ui,j selects the best replace-183

ment. It follows that the hierarchical perturbation184

can be formulated as185

c′t = (1−m · z) · ct +m · z · u · S(ct), (2)186

where · denotes element-column wise product,187

m · z indicates the selected words in selected188

tweets, m · z · u indicates selected synonyms for189

each selected word, and S(·) is element-wise syn-190

onym generating function. Consequently, given191

attack loss L, generation of adversarial retweets192

can be formulated as the optimization program193

min
m,z,u

L(c′t ∪ ct−h:t, ct−h:t|pt−h:t, f), subject to194

budget constraints: a) 1Tm ≤ bs, b) 1Tzi ≤195

bw, ∀i and c) 1Tui,j = 1, ∀i, j, where bs and bw196

denote the tweet and word budget. It is worth to197

stress that perturbation is only applied to the date198

(t) when the attack is implemented to preserve tem-199

poral order.200

To solve the program, we follow the convex201

relaxation approach developed in (Srikant et al.,202

2021). Specifically, the boolean variables (for tweet203

and word selection) would be relaxed into the con-204

tinuous space so that they can be optimized by205

gradient-based methods over a convex hull. Two206

main implementations of the optimization-based207

attack generation method are proposed: joint opti-208

mization (JO) solver and alternating greedy opti-209

mization (AGO) solver. JO calls projected gradient210

descent method to optimize the tweet and word211

selection variables and word replacement variables 212

simultaneously. AGO uses an alternative optimiza- 213

tion procedure to sequentially update the discrete 214

selection variables and the replacement selection 215

variables. More details on the optimization pro- 216

gram and the solvers can be found in Appendix 217

A. 218

3 Experiments 219

Dataset & victim models. We evaluate our ad- 220

versarial attack on a stock prediction dataset con- 221

sisting of 10824 instances including relevant tweets 222

and numerical features of 88 stocks from 2014 223

to 2016 (Xu and Cohen, 2018). Three models 224

(Stocknet (Xu and Cohen, 2018), FinGRU based 225

on GRU (Cho et al., 2014) and FinLSTM based 226

on LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)) 227

of binary classification are considered as victims 228

in this paper. We apply our attack to instances on 229

which the victim models make correct prediction. 230

Evaluation metrics. Attack performance is eval- 231

uated by two metrics: Attack Success Rate (ASR) 232

and victim model’s F1 drop after attack. ASR 233

is defined as the percentage of the attack efforts 234

that changes the model output. The two metrics 235

gauge the efficacy of the attack and its impact on 236

model performance: More efficient attack leads to 237

higher ASR and more decline of F1. Moreover, 238

we simulate a Long-Only Buy-Hold-Sell strategy 239

(Sawhney et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2019) with vic- 240

tim models, and calculate the Profit and Loss (PnL) 241

for each simulation. Assume a portfolio starts with 242

initial net value 1 (100%), its net value at the end 243

of test period reflects the profitability of the trading 244

strategy and the underlying model. Consequently, 245

the change in PnLs measures the monetary impact 246

of our attack. More details on the dataset, victim 247

models and evaluation metrics are housed in Ap- 248

pendix B. 249

4 Results 250

Attack performance with single perturbation. 251

The experiment results for the concatenation attack 252

with word replacement perturbation is shown in Ta- 253

ble 1 (with tweet and word budgets both as 1). As 254

we can see, for both JO and AGO, ASR increases 255

by roughly 10% and F1 drops by 0.1 on average in 256

comparison to random attack. Such performance 257

drop is considered significant in the context of stock 258

prediction given that the state-of-the-art prediction 259

accuracy of interday return is only about 60%. 260
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Model ASR(%) F1

NA RA JO AGO NA RA JO AGO
Stocknet 0 4.5 16.8 11.8 1 0.96 0.84 0.88
FinGRU 0 5.1 16.4 14.1 1 0.95 0.85 0.87
FinLSTM 0 11.9 16.5 19.7 1 0.89 0.85 0.78

Table 1: Performance of the various adversarial attacks.
NA: no attack; RA: random attack; JO: joint optimiza-
tion; and AGO: alternating greedy optimization.

Effect of attack budget. We report the effect of261

different attack budgets on the attack performance262

in Fig. 2. We observe that the more budgets al-263

lowed (perturbing more tweets and words), the bet-264

ter the attack performance, but the increase is not265

significant. It appears that the attack performance266

becomes saturated if we keep increasing the attack267

budget. In fact, the attack with budget of one tweet268

and one word is most cost effective, provided that269

it introduces minimum perturbation but achieves270

relatively similar ASR.
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Figure 2: Effect of attack budgets on ASR with Stock-
net as victim model and with JO solver. r-perturb: word
replacement; d-perturb: word deletion.271

Manipulation vs concatenation attack. We fo-272

cus on concatenation attack in this paper since we273

believe it is distinct from manipulation attack. We274

investigate the difference by applying the same275

method of tweet generation to implement manipu-276

lation attack, where the adversarial tweets replace277

target tweets instead. The experiment runs with one278

word budget and one twee budget, and the results279

are reported in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Comparison between manipulation and con-
catenation attack with replacement perturbation and
Stocknet as the victim model.

280
It is clear that manipulation attack remarkably281

outperforms concatenation attack in terms of ASR282

and F1. Even though the success rate of concatena-283

tion attack lags behind the state-of-the-art textual at-284

tack, the manipulation attack achieves performance 285

of the same ballpark, which demonstrates the effi- 286

cacy of optimization-based attack and our solvers. 287

More importantly, it implies that the attack is not 288

transferable between the two tasks, documenting 289

more evidence on language attack transferability 290

(Yuan et al., 2021; He et al., 2021). The bottom line 291

is that they are two different tasks under different 292

assumptions. Researchers should take downstream 293

scenarios into account when develop attack models. 294

Trading simulation. The ultimate measure of a 295

stock prediction model’s performance is profitabil- 296

ity. Figure 4 plots the profit and loss of the trades 297

with and without attack. Stocknet is adopted to 298

support the trading strategy, and JO is deployed 299

to generate adversarial retweets. For each simula- 300

tion, net values are set as 100% at the beginning. 301

The results show that even replacement of a single 302

word in one tweet can cause a 32% (75%-43%) 303

additional loss to the portfolio. Our results alert 304

investors who use text-based stock prediction mod- 305

els to deploy defense systems to guard against loss 306

caused by potential adversarial attack.
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Figure 4: Effect on Profit and Loss with stocknet as vic-
tim model using a Long-Only Buy-Hold-Sell strategy.
Green line: trade using stocknet prediction without at-
tack; Blue line: deletion perturbation with concatena-
tion attack; Red line: replacement perturbation. 307

5 Conclusion 308

In summary, we show that financial forecast mod- 309

els are vulnerable to adversarial attack even if it 310

is subject to certain physical constraints. The ex- 311

periments demonstrate that our adversarial attack 312

method consistently fools various models. More- 313

over, with replacement of a single word on one 314

tweet, the attack can cause 32% additional loss 315

to our simulated portfolio. Through studying vul- 316

nerability of financial forecast models, our goal 317

is to raise financial community’s awareness of 318

the model robustness. In the future, we plan to 319

introduce more real-world constraints, including 320

black-box attack, unknown input domains, etc. 321
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A Mathematical Formation568

A.1 Financial Forecast Model569

Massive amounts of text data are generated by mil-570

lions of users on Twitter every day. Among a vari-571

ety of discussion, stock analysis, picking and pre-572

diction is consistently one of the trending topics.573

And investors often use the Twitter cashtag func-574

tion (a $ symbol followed by a ticker) to organize575

their particular thoughts around one single stock,576

e.g., $AAPL, so that users can click and see the577

ongoing discussions. Textual data on Twitter is578

collectively generated by all of its users via posting579

tweets. Financial organizations and institutional580

investors often ingest the massive text data in real581

time and incorporate them or their latent represen-582

tation into their stock prediction models.583

We consider the multimodal stock forecast mod-584

els that take tweet collections {ct}Tt=1 and numer-585

ical factors {pt}Tt=1 as input,where t indexes the586

date when the data is collected. The numerical587

factors are usually mined from historical price, fun-588

damentals and other alternative data sources. In589

this paper, we assume that the domain of numerical590

factors is unassailable since they are directly de-591

rived from public records. Therefore, the objective592

of adversary is to manipulate model output by in-593

jecting perturbation to the textual domain {ct}Tt=1.594

Peeking into the tweet collection, it contains |ct|595

tweets for date t, namely, ct = {s1t , s2t , ..., s
|ct|
t }.596

Each tweet sit is a text-based sentence of length597

|sit|, denoted as sit = (wi,1t , ..., wi,jt , ..., w
i,|sit|
t ),598

for i = 1, ..., |ct|. A directional financial fore-599

cast model takes domains of tweets and numerical600

factors as input, and yields prediction for stocks’601

directional movement y ∈ {−1, 1}:602

ŷt+1 = f(ct−h:t,pt−h:t), (3)603

where h is the looking-back window for historical604

data.605

A.2 Attack Model606

Let c′t be the perturbed tweet collection at time607

t created by solving the hierarchical perturbation608

problem. To formalize the perturbation task, we609

introduce boolean vector variable m ∈ {0, 1}nm610

to indicate the tweets to be selected. If mi = 1,611

then i-th tweet is the target tweet to be perturbed612

and retweeted. Besides, for i-th tweet, vector613

zi ∈ {0, 1}nz indicates the word to be perturbed.614

As for the word perturbation task, another boolean615

vector ui,j ∈ {0, 1}nu selects the best replace- 616

ment. nm and nz and nu denote the maximum 617

amount of tweets, maximum amount of words in 618

each tweet, and the amount of synonyms for each 619

word, respectively. We identify deletion perturba- 620

tion as a special case of replacement with ui,j,k = 1 621

only for padding token, so that the task degenerates 622

to tweet selection and word selection. Let vector 623

z ∈ {0, 1}nm×nz denote nm different zi vector, 624

and u ∈ {0, 1}nm×nz×nu denote nm × nz differ- 625

ent ui,j vectors. It follows that the hierarchical 626

perturbation can be defined as 627

c′t = (1−m · z) · ct +m · z · u · S(ct)
s.t. 1Tm ≤ bs,

1Tzi ≤ bw, ∀i,
1Tui,j = 1,∀i, j,

(4) 628

where · denotes element-column wise product, bs 629

denotes tweet budget, bw denotes word budget and 630

S(·) is element-wise synonym generating function. 631

Adversarial retweets are the then passed into 632

downstream financial forecast model f(·) along 633

with benign tweets. Attack success is achieved if 634

the adversarial tweets manage to fool the down- 635

stream model, and change the model output. Fi- 636

nancial forecast model usually takes observation of 637

multiple steps as input to appreciate the temporal 638

dependence. However, adversary can only inject 639

adversarial retweets at present time. That is, when 640

run the model on day t to predict price movement 641

on day t+ 1, retweets only enter tweet collection 642

for day t; collections for days prior to t remain 643

static. Consequently, generation of successful ad- 644

versarial retweets is formulated as the following 645

optimization program: 646

min
m,z,u

L(c′t ∪ ct−h:t, ct−h:t|pt−h:t, f)

s.t. constraint in (4),
(5) 647

whereL denotes the attack loss. We adopt the cross- 648

entropy loss for our attack since it is untargeted 649

attack (Srikant et al., 2021). Other classification- 650

related loss may be applied according to adver- 651

sary’s objective. Furthermore, we also add entropy- 652

based regularization to encourage sparsity of opti- 653

mization variables (Dong et al., 2021). 654

A.3 Methodology 655

The challenge of solving program (5) lies in the 656

combinatorial and hierarchical nature. We first re- 657

lax the boolean variables into continuous space so 658
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that they can be solved by gradient-based solvers.659

A common workaround for combinatorial optimiza-660

tion is to solve an associated continuous optimiza-661

tion over convex hull (Dong et al., 2021; Srikant662

et al., 2021). An computationally efficient fashion663

is to optimize over a convex hull constructed with664

linear combination of candidate set, and the optimal665

replacement goes with word with highest weight666

(Dong et al., 2021). However, this approach doesn’t667

fit in the hierarchical tweet and word selection prob-668

lem. For example, in order to select the optimal669

target word, one need to sum over the embedding670

of all words in the tweet, so the tweet collapses into671

embedding for one hypothetical word. Similarly,672

different tweets collapse to one hypothetical tweet,673

or one hypothetical word when one jointly selects674

tweets and words.675

Joint optimization solver (JO). As a remedy,676

we propose a joint optimization solver that com-677

bines projected gradient descent and convex hull to678

jointly optimize m, z and u. Replacement selec-679

tion is optimized over the convex hull:680

c′t = (1−m · z) · ct +m · z · conv(u, S(ct)),681

where682

conv(u, S(ct)) = {
∑
k

ûi,j,kS(wi,j,k),∀i, j},683

and684

ûi,j,k =
exp(ui,j,k)∑
k exp(ui,j,k)

.685

The problem of (5) is then solved by optimizing686

û. Unlike u, m and z are optimized directly via687

projected gradient descent (PGD). Moreover, when688

m is one-hot vector, it determines the tweets to be689

retweeted, and those retweets are then added into690

tweet collection. However, m is continuous during691

optimization, so we retweet all the collected tweets692

and add them into tweet collection, which helps693

generate and back-propagate gradients for all the694

entries of m. After the optimization is solved, we695

map the continuous solution into one-hot vector by696

selecting top bs highest mi.697

Alternating greedy optimization solver (AGO).698

Greedy optimization is usually computational inef-699

fective since a vast amount of inquiries is required700

when we collect large amount of tweets and have701

high attack budget. To mitigate the problem, we702

alternate the optimization over m, z and u. The703

aforementioned convex hull approach is adopted 704

for finding optimal u. The difference lies on the 705

path to solve tweet and word selection problems. 706

More specifically, we alternatively search the op- 707

timal target tweets and words which achieve the 708

highest increases in prediction loss. For tweet se- 709

lection, we mimic the physical attack scenario, and 710

new retweets are added into tweet collection during 711

the greedy search. Depending on the adversary’s 712

objective, different metrics may be used to mea- 713

sure the importance of each tweet and word. For 714

example, Alzantot et al. (2018) use predicting prob- 715

ability to determine the selection of words; Ren 716

et al. (2019) propose probability weighted word 717

saliency as criterion for word selection; Jin et al. 718

(2020) calculate the prediction change before and 719

after deletion as word importance. 720

B Experimental Settings 721

B.1 Dataset 722

We evaluate our adversarial attack on a stock predic- 723

tion dataset (Xu and Cohen, 2018). The dataset con- 724

tains both tweets and historical prices (e.g., open, 725

close, high, etc) for 88 stocks of 9 industries: Ba- 726

sic Materials, Consumer Goods, Healthcare, Ser- 727

vices, Utilities, Conglomerates, Financial, Indus- 728

trial Goods and Technology. Since we consider the 729

task of binary classification, data instances are sup- 730

posed to labelled positive and negative for upward 731

and downward movement respectively. 732

Moreover, it is observed that the dataset contains 733

a number of instances with exceptionally minor 734

price movements. In practice, minor movement 735

is hard to be monetized due to the existence of 736

transaction cost. Therefore, an upper threshold of 737

0.55% and a lower threshold of -0.5% are intro- 738

duced. Specifically, stocks going up more than 739

0.55% in a day are labeled as positive, those go- 740

ing down more than -0.5% are labeled as negative, 741

and the minor moves in between are filtered out. 742

As argued in (Xu and Cohen, 2018), the particular 743

thresholds are carefully selected to balance the two 744

classes. 745

In addition, the sampling period spans from 746

01/01/2014 to 01/01/2016. We split the dataset into 747

train and test set on a rolling basis. This special pro- 748

gram improves the similarity between distributions 749

of train set and test set, which is widely adopted on 750

temporal dataset. It leaves us 9416 train instances 751

and 1408 test instances in 7 nonconsecutive pe- 752

riods. For the text domain, the dataset contains 753
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57533 tweets in total.754

B.2 Victim Models755

Stocknet. A variational Autoencoder (VAE) that756

takes both tweets and price as input (Xu and Cohen,757

2018). Tweets are encoded in hierarchical manner758

within days, and then modeled sequentially along759

with price features. It consists of three main com-760

ponents in bottom-up fashion. Market Information761

Encoder first encodes tweets and prices to a latent762

representation of 50 dimensions for each day. Vari-763

ational Movement Decoder infers latent vectors764

of 150 dimensions and then decodes stock move-765

ments. At last, a module called Attentive Temporal766

Auxiliary integrates temporal loss through an atten-767

tion mechanism. We train the model on the dataset768

from scratch with the same configurations as Xu769

and Cohen (2018).770

FinGRU. A binary classifier that takes numerical771

features and tweets as input. All features are en-772

coded sequentially by GRU (Cho et al., 2014) to ex-773

ploit the temporal dependence. The model adopts774

the same Market Information Encoder as Stock-775

net. Latent representation of tweets and prices are776

then fed into a layer of GRU with attention mech-777

anism to integrate temporal information. We train778

the model with an Adam optimizer (Kingma and779

Ba, 2015) and learning rate of 0.005. The check-780

point achieves the best performance on test dataset781

among 100 epochs is adopted as the victim model.782

FinLSTM. A binary classifier identical to Fin-783

GRU, but utilizes LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmid-784

huber, 1997) to encode temporal dependence. The785

model is trained in the same manner as FinGRU.786

B.3 Evaluation Metrics787

Following Srikant et al. (2021), we evaulate the788

attack on those examples in the test set that are cor-789

rectly classified by the target models. It provides790

direct evidence of the adversarial effect of the in-791

put perturbation and the model robustness. In the792

specific application of financial forecast, it makes793

more sense to manipulate correct prediction than794

incorrect ones. The following two common metrics795

are adopted to evaluate attack performance.796

Attack Success Rate. ASR is defined as the per-797

centage of the attack efforts that make the vic-798

tim model misclassify the instances that are origi-799

nally correctly classified. Mathematically, ASR =800

∑
t δ(ŷ

′
t 6=yt)∑

t δ(ŷt=yt)
, where ŷt is the unperturbed model pre- 801

diction, ŷ′t the model prediction with perturbation, 802

and yt the ground-truth label. ASR characterizes 803

the capability of the attack model, and higher the 804

ASR, the better the attack. 805

F1 Score. F1 gauges the prediction performance 806

of the victim models. Since we only consider the 807

samples that are correctly predicted, the F1 score in 808

the case of no attack is 1. Apparently, the drop of 809

the F1 score of caused by the perturbation demon- 810

strates the performance of the attack method. Un- 811

like ASR, the drops of F1 score gauge the direct 812

impact on the model performance: more successful 813

attack leads to lower post-attack F1 score. 814

Profit and Loss. This widely-used financial indi- 815

cator measures the profitability of a trading strategy. 816

Assume that the initial net values are 1 (100%), ac- 817

cumulate profit and loss for each trade, we can 818

then calculate the final net value of the portfolio 819

and profit and loss. A binary financial forecast 820

model can be exploited in many ways, and sup- 821

port various trading strategies, which usually lead 822

to different PnLs. In this paper, we use a sim- 823

ple Long-Only Buy-Hold-Sell strategy (Sawhney 824

et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2019). More specifically, 825

we buy stock(s) on Day T if the model predicts 826

these stocks go up on Day T + 1, hold for one day, 827

and sell these stocks the next day no matter what 828

prices will be, and repeat it. We do not short a 829

stock even if the model predicts a negative move in 830

the second day. 831

Besides, when the model makes positive predic- 832

tion on more than one stocks, the money is evenly 833

invested to the stock pool of positive prediction. 834

For example, suppose that we stand on day 4 with 835

portfolio value 1.2. If the model gives positive 836

prediction on 10 of 88 stocks for day 5, we invest 837

10% of the total wealth (0.12) to each stock, and 838

sell them at closing prices of day 5. The process 839

continues until the end of the test periods, and the 840

resulting net value of the portfolio is used to calcu- 841

late the profit and loss of the underlying model. 842

The buy-hold-sell strategy monetizes the pre- 843

diction performance of financial forecast models 844

by betting on the their predictions. The PnL re- 845

flects the profitability of the underlying models, 846

even if it is usually influenced by many other con- 847

founding factors. Most importantly, the changes of 848

PnLs caused by perturbation on the victim models 849

only gauge the monetary consequence of our attack, 850
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Model ASR(%) F1

NA RA JO AGO NA RA JO AGO
Stocknet 0 3.6 12.1 11.0 1 0.97 0.89 0.89
FinGRU 0 4.0 10.2 10.6 1 0.96 0.85 0.91
FinLSTM 0 11.9 12.1 11.6 1 0.89 0.89 0.89

Table 2: Results for concatenation attack with deletion perturbation and budgets 1. NA and RA stand for no attack
and random attack respectively, serving as benchmarks.
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Figure 5: Effect on Profit and Loss of various perturbation methods on FinGRU and FinLSTM.

since all else are equal.851

C Supplemental Experiment Results852

C.1 Replacement vs deletion perturbation.853

We report results for concatenation attack with only854

the replacement perturbation in the main text in855

Table 1. Here we also report results for the dele-856

tion perturbation in Table 2. Attacks conducted857

via deletion perturbation in general perform worse858

than the results of replacement perturbation. We859

observe ASRs via JO and AGO fall by 5.1% and860

4.1% respectively compared with the replacement861

perturbation. Accordingly, F1 slightly increases as862

attack performance worsens. There is no signifi-863

cant difference between the two optimizers (JO and864

AGO) in the case of deletion perturbation, but JO865

is preferable in terms of optimization efficiency.866

Moreover, we also simulate the trading profit and867

loss based on FinGRU and FinLSTM. For the sake868

of consistency, the two models are under concate-869

nation attack with replacement perturbation. Same870

as our main results, the attack is optimized by JO871

solver. The simulation results are reported in Figure872

5, which provides further evidence for the potential873

monetary loss caused by our adversarial attack. Re-874

placement perturbation again outperforms deletion875

perturbation in the case of FinGRU and FinLSTM.876

C.2 Effect of Iteration Number 877

We experiment with the optimizer to perform gra- 878

dient descent or greedy search for up to 10 rounds 879

before yielding the final solution. To visualize the 880

effect of iteration, we plot the loss trajectory and 881

ASR along with the optimization iterations in Fig- 882

ure 6. We also collect the average model loss of 883

attack instances at each iteration, and then normal- 884

ize the loss to set the initial loss as 1. Therefore, 885

the loss trajectory visualization reveals the percent- 886

age loss drop during the optimization. We consider 887

two different perturbations (replacement and dele- 888

tion) under concatenation attacks. The attack is 889

optimized with the JO solver. 890

The three charts on the first row of Figure 6 891

show that optimizations on all three victim models 892

quickly converge after 4 iterations in our experi- 893

ment. Accordingly, ASRs rise gradually during the 894

first 4 iterations, but then flattens or even slides 895

afterward. Such results suggest that our solvers can 896

find the convergence in just a few iterations. There- 897

fore, it makes our attack computationally effective, 898

and insensitive to hyperparameter of iteration num- 899

ber. 900

D Regularization on Attack Loss. 901

The experiment results reported in the main text 902

are generated with the sparsity regularization. We 903
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Figure 6: Iteration number effect on prediction loss and attack success rate. The three plots on the first row show
the loss trajectory during optimization for the three victim models, and the bottom row reports the ASRs trajectory.
The legends for the bottom-row charts read as (tweet budget, word budget).

also run ablation experiments that remove sparsity904

regularization. The results are consistent with our905

conclusion. Furthermore, inspired by (Srikant et al.,906

2021), we try smoothing attack loss to stabilize the907

optimization. We add Gaussian noise to optimiza-908

tion variables and evaluate the attack 10 times. The909

loss average is then used as the final loss for back-910

propagation. The results show that loss smoothing911

does not contribute to attack performance in our912

experiment as it does in (Srikant et al., 2021).913

E Attack Word Analysis914

To qualitatively understand what kinds of words915

and tweets are being selected in the perturbation916

and retweet, we compare our tweet corpus and917

the selected word replacements with 15 corpora of918

different genres in Brown corpus via Linguistic In-919

quiry and Word Count program (LIWC) (Tausczik920

and Pennebaker, 2010). As Brown corpus does921

not have a financial genre, we also use Financial922

Phrase Bank (Malo et al., 2014). We then run K-923

means clustering these 18 corpora based on the924

feature matrix from LIWC. As shown in Figure 7,925

financial corpora (red), Brown general word corpus926

(green), and attack words (blue) are grouped into927

three clusters, indicating the inherent difference of928

those text genres. Moreover, we observe that target929

words identified by our solvers (red “tweet” and930

blue “attack words” dots) are closer to financial931

corpora than “random attack words”.932
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Figure 7: Corpora clusters. 18 corpora are grouped into
3 clusters based on features from LIWC. In order to
visualize the clusters, principal component analysis is
applied to the features to find the first 2 principal com-
ponents, which are then used as x-axis and y-axis to
generate this figure.

F Example of Adversarial Retweet 933

Table 3 reports 10 adversarial retweets generated in 934

concatenation attack mode with JO and AGO solver 935

and replacement perturbation. For all the examples, 936

the victim model predicts positive outcomes orig- 937

inally, and but predicts negative outcomes after 938

adding the adversarial retweet. 939
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Adversarial Retweets Generated by AGO
Benign tweet: $BHP announces the demerger of its non-core assets - details expected to be
filled in on Tuesday.
Adversarial retweet: $BHP announces the demerger of its non-core assets - details expected
to be exercised in on Tuesday
Benign tweet: Mover and Shakers... Losers- $KO $ABX $DD. Winners- $LAND $CHL
$BHP.
Adversarial retweet: Shoulder and Shakers... Losers- $KO $ABX $DD. Winners- $LAND
$CHL $BHP.
Benign tweet: Latest information on #stocks like $TDS $DIS $CPWR $BLOX Give it a try.
Adversarial retweet: Latest advance on #stocks like $TDS $DIS $CPWR $BLOX Give it a
try.
Benign tweet: Top Buy Stocks for July 29: $AMX, $EXC, $NLY, $ORCL, $XRX.
Adversarial retweet: Top unsettled Stocks for July 29: $AMX, $EXC, $NLY, $ORCL, $XRX.
Benign tweet: $JKHY #Stocks you might want to buy $HRS $SRCL $PCLN #singedinvestor.
Adversarial retweet: $JKHY #Stocks you might confirm to buy $HRS $SRCL $PCLN
#singedinvestor.
Adversarial Retweets Generated by JO
Benign tweet: #Stocks you migh want to Sell $CERN $CAT $PX $DO Try this http://t.co/
95PUim108L.
Adversarial retweet: #Stocks you migh announce to Sell $CERN $CAT $PX $DO Try this
http://t.co/95PUim108L.
Benign tweet: The Most Accurate Stock Alert Service Made $240,000 Yesterday http://t.co/
8WvnrVmkBS .. $SNY $SO $SOL.
Adversarial retweet: The Most Accurate Stock preserving Service Made $240,000 Yesterday
http://t.co/8WvnrVmkBS .. $SNY $SO $SOL.
Benign tweet: Is it breakout time on $HON $CF $LEG $IBM Give it a try.
Adversarial retweet: Is it appealing time on $HON $CF $LEG $IBM Give it a try.
Benign tweet: Latest information on #stocks like $PETM $UTX $BRCD $CI #moneymanage-
ment.
Adversarial retweet: Latest discovery on #stocks like $PETM $UTX $BRCD $CI #money-
management.
Benign tweet: $BABA actually showing signs of life...would love a move back toward 90
although seems unlikely at moment.
Adversarial retweet: $BABA actually showing signs of life...would love a move back toward
90 although seems unlikely at playday.

Table 3: Ten examples of adversarial retweets generated by concatenation attack
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